The art collection at West Hollywood was refreshed entirely in early 2023 to reflect only artists born, based and trained in Los Angeles. Moving away from the historic monochromatic collection which was formed of an international line up when the House originally opened, the new collection is testament to the incredibly strong art scene that has developed in the city over the past decade. The only artwork which remains and breaks the local artist rule is a piece beloved by members which has become an important part of the House’s identity, the painting deploying a typically British deadpan humour by Harland Miller.

Key works in the new hang include established figures of the historic Californian art scene including Ed Ruscha, Ed Kienholz, Judy Chicago and the late artists John Baldassari and Billy Al Bengston.

Works by a younger generation of museum level talent include original works by Hebru Brantley, Parker Ito, Todd Grant, Alexandra Grant, David Horvitz, Hilary Pecis, José Parlá, Muna Malik and Walead Beshty. Other key new works include Athier Mousawi, Farrah Karapetian, Lila de Magalhaes, Marta Klara, Samantha Thomas, Manuel López and Tidawhitney Lek.

Introduction by Kate Bryan,
Global Art Director of Soho House
The Artists

Full list of Collection artists:


Right: Artwork by Alexandra Grant, Dané Estes, Parker Ito & David Alekhoughie in Soho House West Hollywood
Artists
1. Hebru Brantley
2. Todd Gray
Artists

1. Tidawhitney Lek
2. Athier Mousawi
3. Manuel López
4. Ed Kienholz
5. Ed Ruscha
Artists
1-2. David Horvitz
3. Jessayln Brookes
4. Slater Bradley
5. Aryo Toh Djojo
6. Lila de Magalhaes
7. Veronica Fernandez
8. Muna Malik
9. Lila de Magalhaes
10. Veronica Fernandez
11. Samantha Thomas
12. Danielle Dean
13-15. Walead Beshty
16. Zoë Buckman
17. Danie Cansino
Artists
1. David Alekhuhogie
2. Jessica Williams
3. Amir Nikravan
Artists

1. Samantha Thomas
2. Cyrus Mahboubian
3. Farrah Karapetian
4. Rashaad Newsome
Corridor

Artists
1. Torbjørn Rødland
2. Cameron Crone
3. Sunhee Venice
4. Scott McFarland
5. Christopher Nickel
6. Carsten Nicolai
7. Arnold Heibling
8. Coley Brown
9. Ivan Comas
10. Drea Zlanabitnig
Corridor

Artists
1. Robin von Einsiedel
2. Coley Brown
3. Will Rogan
4. Jeremy Everett
5-6. Erlea Maneros Zabala
Upper Level

Artists
1. Billy Al Bengston
2. José Parlá
3. John Baldessari
4. Judy Chicago
Upper Level

Artists
1. Hilary Pecis
2. Ken Taylor Reynaga
3. Marta Klara
Upper Level
Corridor to Cecconi's

Artists
1-12. Paul Davies
With special thanks to Porsche, who continue to support the art world globally and powered the production of these special art maps for members.